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Krapp
forms task
force on
task forces

Cheney to
lead hospital
Former VP: "GW is
where my heart is"
by Cleric Groper
Eggplant in Chief

by Natty Gruesome
Fuck You, I’m out
University President Steamin’
Krapp announced yesterday the formation of a new task force to examine
the effectiveness of task forces.
The Task Force on Task Forces
(TFTF) will evaluate the necessity and
relevance of the 3,000 existing administrative task forces on campus. More
than 200 task forces have been created in the past month alone.
“We’ve been accused of ‘overdoing it’ when it comes to task forces,”
Krapp said. “This is our response to
all the haterz in the house.”
Among the task forces that have
been criticized are the Task Force on
Does This Suit Make Me Look Fat,
the Task Force on That Homeless Guy
Outside HOVA and the Task Force
on Getting That Girl in FSK Drunk
Enough That She’ll Finally Hook Up
With Me.
Krapp also pointed to the success
of the Task Force on Getting Some
Fucking Decent Lunch for Once, after which it was decided that a rotation of senior administrators would
be responsible for purchasing lunch
that didn’t taste like it was found in
a Marvin Center bathroom.
Executive Vice President Dicklick
Lectureman, a member of the new
task force, said the committee plans
to spend the next six months sifting
through thousands of pages of documents only marginally related to the
task at hand. Eventually he hopes the
task force will release a list of vague
and incoherent recommendations
that will probably be forgotten immediately.

ENDANGERED SPECIES
Hippo goes public about imprisonment, torture
by Scire Spice
Puppy Monster
Unarmed Police Department
officers rescued GW’s beloved
mascot, Hippo, from the basement of the Marvin Center yesterday morning, where he had
been imprisoned and tortured
for more than six months.
Federal investigators described Hippo’s situation as
“Gitmo-esque.”
The Buzzkill reported Hippo’s disappearance in October,
but University leaders responded with a massive PR campaign
to hide their genocidal plan to

“When I say that
they deflated me,
I’m not speaking
metaphorically.”
HIPPO

VICTIMIZED MASCOT

exterminate the endangered
“student life” mascot. In an exclusive interview, Hippo said
that he was chained to the wall
of a closet in the Marvin Center
basement and forced to undergo
daily beatings at the hand of
George.
“He kept saying things like
‘Who’s the official mascot now,
bitch’ while trying to puncture
my outer shell,” Hippo said.
“When I say that they deflated
me, I’m not speaking metaphorically.”
Hippo was first lured into the
See HIPPO, p. 10

The University
announced Friday
that former Vice
President
Dick
Cheney will be the
new leader of the
GW Hospital. At a
press conference,
Cheney proclaimed
that he accepted the
position
because
"GW is where my
heart is.”
He meant the
comment literally,
as a team of GW
researchers
have
been trying for
months to restore
Cheney’s heart – a
black, rock-like object – to its normal
semi-human state.
They concluded in
October that small
bits of concentrated evil had metastasized in the left
ventricle.
“It turns out
that the abnormal
heartbeat we were
treating him for was caused by a small Satanic
tumor,” said Dr. Shmuel Torahberg.
Several of the doctors have fallen ill trying to
dissect the evil from Cheney’s heart, which occasionally emits a methane-like toxic gas.
“Imagine that Dick Cheney ate six burritos
and sat on your face,” said Dr. Sumju Ishguy, referring to the terrible smell. “That’s what we’re
talking about here.”
But the sharpshooting politician has been
able to survive, somewhat miraculously, without

See TASKFORCE, p. 10

See CHENEY, p. 5

Univ. admits Square
54 is dig to China

theTRUTHYcenter
So here's a newsflash for you: The University is
nearly one billion dollars in debt. That's right one billion goddamn dollars – with a capital "B."
Of course, none of you really give a shit, do you?
We didn't think so. I guess we have to put this in
terms you can understand.

Outgoing SA pres.
bugged own office

$1 BILLION =

6.7 million
pairs of Uggs

37, 000

kilograms
of cocaine
(If you're getting good shit)

303 million
Ayne Vearneykoff/Russian Editor

A hilariously large Chinese flag rises from Square 54, which will one day connect to China. Administrators said they hope to find science students there.
by Scire Spice
$300 million science and engineering cenPuppy Monster
ter.
“Okay fuck it,” Krapp admitted, “I
Masked as the preliminary construc- may be an old English professor but everytion of an office and retail complex, The one knows we need the Asians if anyone is
Buzzkill has learned that Square 54 is actu- going to believe we’re serious about math
ally the beginning of a University-funded and science.”
dig to China.
Despite the unexpected announceIn an elaborate scheme to directly con- ment and enormity of the task ahead,
nect GW with the source of science and students and faculty seemed remarkably
engineering pioneers it so desperately unfazed by the project.
needs, Beamtown Properties has been con“Well, I mean, like, they started digging
tracted to keep digging until they hit Bei- like a gazillion years ago,” junior Fulov S.
jing. University President Steamin’ Krapp, Teadees said, referring to the groundbreakinterviewed by a Buzzkill reporter while ing in May. “But it just keeps getting down,
walking his embarrassingly tiny dog Muf- not up. It totes makes sense.”
fins, originally denied he had misled the
Administrators have already been
GW community into thinking they would sent to the Asian republic to gather people
finally be getting a normal-priced grocery to throw in the giant hole once Square 54
store in the new development.
reaches its destination.
He later changed his story when
“We’re sort of just going to push them
confronted with documents and maps in and hopefully catch them at the other
obtained by The Buzzkill charting a path end,” Krapp said. “I’m not really sure how
around the molten center of the Earth and gravity is going to play out in this situareading “ASIANS=GOOD AT MATH tion, so we’ll probably be contributing to
AND SCIENCE” in bold letters with an ar- science just by completing this unprecrow pointing to a mock-up of a proposed edented dig.” 

packages of matzos
Papa Fweckles/cuteness officer

14.3 million months
of Blackberry service (that's
including the Blackberry itself)

28.5 million
pairs of ugly plaid shorts

Outgoing Stickuptheir Ass-ociation President Vishard Nixon greets the student body while exiting a helicopter probably paid for with student money.

Vishard Nixon
heard demanding
tiny mustache comb
by Natty Gruesome and
Cleric Groper
Assholes

19,230
four-year
degrees at GW (including
room and board)

6.4 million
roundtrip Amtrak tickets
to New Jersey

1 B-2 stealth bomber
- Abnostradamus

An independent Stickuptheir Association committee discovered last week
that SA President Vishard Nixon bugged
his own Marvin Center office, and tapes
reveal an array of disturbing activities
and behaviors.
The committee was tipped off to the
existence of the tapes by a former member of the SA, who resigned to spend
more time preventing travelers from
crossing bridges.
The tapes reveal a “dirty tricks” campaign to discredit administration critics.

“If you tell anyone that
the float is just a spectacular vision I had in
an acid trip, I will break
you.”
VISHARD NIXON
SA PRESIDENT

Nixon can be heard authorizing burglaries of former press secretary Dietcokea
Whatwhata’s psychiatrist’s office and
the campaign headquarters of former SA
presidential candidate Kato Kaelinzowski.
Nixon replied to the allegations in a
televised address that was watched by
no one.
“The GW student has a right to
See NIXON, p. 5
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Extra: J Street workers want to be armed too
 Web Extra: Infomails tout Viagra, penis enlargement
 Podcast: Fireside chat with Cleric Groper >>

Buyer's Remorse – Rambling Man (bremorse@gwbuzzkill.com)
Cahn Artist – Assistant Tool (cartist@gwbuzzkill.com)
Natty Gruesome – Fuck you, I’m out (ngruesome@gwbuzzkill.com)
Scire Spice – Puppy Monster (sspice@gwbuzzkill.com)

CAMPUS
CALENDAR
Monday
HIGH 85 | LOW 5
PSEUDO-CELEBRITY
SPEAKS IN LISNER
Come hear Richard
Karn, Al Borland from
"Home Improvement,"
talk about his newfound
love of knitting and
beard shaving.
3:30 a.m. to 4:40 a.m.
Lisner Auditorium

Tuesday
HIGH 28 | LOW 28
FOUNTAINFLINGFEST
Program Board combined all events in the
year into one concert
on the Virginia Campus.
Musicians include Richard Karn.
3:30 p.m.
Research Building II

Wednesday
HIGH FIVE! | DOWN LOW
OBSCURE PORNOGRAPHIC
MOVIE SCREENING
See a screening of the
2003 Richard Karn
pornographic classic
“Karnal Attraction.”
Karn, who is on campus
for the whole week, will
host a reception following the event in Thurston
201.
8:30 p.m.
Marvin Center 342

Fuck-ups
The Buzzkill reported
that
Stickupyour Association presidential candidate Gorgeous Stunner
was convicted of seconddegree murder before coming to GW. He was actually
convicted of first-degree
murder.
The Buzzkill erroneously reported that the
University was not raising
tuition for incoming freshmen. The Buzzkill staff
frankly can’t believe anyone would actually think
that was accurate, but sadly it was not.
Buzzkill Eggplant in
Chief Cleric Groper did
not say “Let he who is
without sin cast the first
stone" (Inside our pages: I
am a Greek God, Feb. 23)
Jesus said the quotation.

WWW.GWBUZZKILL.COM

Krapp creates secret
society to rival
Order of the Hippo

KRAPPSHOT

In an effort to start new GW
traditions, University President
Steamin’ Krapp created what
some have called the lamest secret
society in school history this week:
the Order of the Sheep.
Members of the secret group
have been meeting in Rice Hall,
shearing sheep and knitting
wool to make sweaters and hats.
Buzzkill reporters broke into the
group’s meeting last week, but
were disappointed to find them
standing around with their hands
in the pockets of their woolen cardigans.
“Never heard of it,” Krapp said
of the group, while holding a ball
of pink yarn. “As far as I know, a
sheep is one of those animals that
walks around on a pasture.”
Witnesses said Krapp’s group
had a “West Side Story”-esque
fight in University Yard this
weekend against former University President Stole Your Trachtenbucks’ Order of the Hippo.
The Order of the Sheep wielded
darning needles, while the Order
of the Hippo carried loaded 9mm
handguns.
“There’s only room for one
fucking pseudo-secret society at
this school,” said an angry Trachtenbucks’, his face soaked in human and sheep blood.
Unarmed Police Department Chief Dolores Wantsaglock
showed up to stop the fight, but
couldn't do anything because she
did not have a gun.
–Cleric Groper

i
can
haz
syenze
senter?

The Buzzkill misidentified a person in a photo
as University President
Steamin Krapp. The person
was Whoopi Goldberg.
The Buzzkill misquoted
President Obama as saying, "GW Blogspot is the
Special Olympics of journalism." He did not say the
quotation, but it is true.

photo credit

University President Steamin' Krapp, seen here in a cute, funny hat, is
really excited about his adorable dream of a $300 million science center.

Sigma Upsilon Kappa raises record $2.57 for Juvenile Alzheimers Fund
The Sigma Upsilon Kappa
sorority raised a record $2.57
at their annual fundraiser Saturday night for SUK’s national
philanthropy, the Juvenile Alzheimer ’s Fund.
SUK President Skanky McSlutberg said she was pleased
with the record haul.
“I think that it is important
to help people,” she said, pausing briefly to look down at her
cue cards. “This money will go
to help people.”
Saturday’s fundraiser was

held at Lotus nightclub and cost
about $200,000. Sorority sisters
and their friends enjoyed giant
chocolate fountains, ice sculptures of Michaelangelo’s David
that urinated fuzzy navels and
a dark substance that looked
and smelled suspiciously like
black tar heroin.
“This is the greatest night of
my life!” yelled one SUK member who requested anonymity
but was probably named Lindsay or Alyssa. Reaching for an
edible Faberge egg off the back

of one of the Malaysian slaves
shipped in for the fundraiser,
she added “It’s basically the
same thing I do every night,
but this time it’s all for a good
cause!”
The nearly three dollars
raised by SUK breaks the previous record of $1.96 set by
Chi Omicron Kappa fraternity in 2006. The fraternity
had reportedly shaken down
orphanages to raise money
for the upper-middle class
charity Help for the Vacation

Home-less.
GW Director of Greek-letter
Life Touch-My Hardwood said
he was immensely pleased by
the sorority’s efforts.
“This just goes to show
how committed GW skanks are
to philanthropy,” Hardwood
said while scanning Craigslist
for a job that did not so closely
resemble hell. “I hope the efforts of these completely vapid
bimbos are not lost on the rest
of the student body.”
–Natty Gruesome

Get it
online
gwbuzzkill.com

PAID ADVERTISEMENT
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News

LCME: 'Stop killing people, GW'
Last fall, GW's School of Malpractice
and Hazardous Sciences had its accreditation placed on probation by the Losers
Creating Medical Expectations. SMHS
has since gone above and beyond the

call of duty to keep the true reasons for
this embarrassment under wraps. And
with good reason. This report, obtained
by The GW Buzzkill, makes us sorry we
asked.

LCME

LOSERS CREATING MEDICAL EXPECTATIONS
The Losers Creating Medical Expectations officially finds the GW
School of Malpractice and Hazardous Sciences in violation of the following
codes. Seriously, WTF?
Curriculum requirements: Using live human specimens in gross
anatomy 101 is not proper procedure. They should be dead prior to
the class, and ideally you should not be the reason for their demise.
Cost efficiency: Recycling used needles, while certainly cost-effective, is not an appropriate way to cut down on equipment costs. On
the bright side, a major source of Washington D.C.’s AIDS epidemic
is now understandable.
Medical research: Blood-letting and leeching were already tried in
the Middle Ages. It didn’t work then either.
Patient care: Teaching aspiring medical practitioners to alleviate patients’ pain is a necessary part of a medical education. That still does
not make it legal to prescribe 'medicinal' crack-cocaine.
Fundraising: How many times do we have to tell you? Auctioning
off harvested organs on eBay is NOT acceptable. At least do it on the
black market.
Student life: The source of the “mystery meat” has been confirmed.
All students and faculty are strongly encouraged to skip lunch.
Community building: Acceptable: placing bets on who will win the
Super Bowl. Not acceptable: Placing bets on who can kill the most
patients in a month without getting caught.
Staff Hygeine: Dr. McDreamy cut his hair?!?!?! Why mess with perfection?
Get your shit together.

FML LOG
March 27 – 11:32 p.m. – Thurston Hall
Two male students experimenting with psychedelic drugs
reported to the Unarmed Police Department that their microwave was verbally berating
them. When officers arrived on
the scene, the subjects were
crying naked on the floor. The
officers left because they did
not have the necessary guns to
help the students.
–Referred to Stairway to

Heaven played with the iTunes
visualizer
March 24 – 3:32 p.m. – Phillips Hall
A UPD officer patrolling the
neighborhood noticed a male individual having trouble walking.
He tackled the subject to the
ground and forcibly assessed
his condition. Officers from the
Bomb Squad and the SWAT
Team arrived on the scene and
determined that the individual
was not of legal drinking age.
The subject was handcuffed,
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GW float continues to confuse
In cross-country
tour, people still
don't get it
by Freedom Fries
Hatchet Sassy Writer
TOPEKA, Kan. – After confusing
President Obama and millions of onlookers at the inaugural parade, the
GW Inaugural Float has continued to
travel across the country, bewildering everyone as to the logic behind
its design and where the endless
amount of money spent on it actually went.
“Wut's dat deyr awwf-rowd veeehickle duin in da middle?” said Faith
Chastity, cousin of SA presidential
candidate Hick Poke, standing on a
roadside in Kansas. “Is dis thang advertisin’ for a school ora day camp?”
Locals from the many towns the
float passed through were left confused about the float’s design and the
massive amounts of duct tape being
used to hold the sections together.
Once the inaugural parade ended
in January, float designers decided to
add several new trailers highlighting
GW’s terrible basketball teams, love
of fake religious controversies and
tendency to spend massive amounts
of borrowed money – depicted by
Big George sitting in an oversized
tub of cash.
“This school looks terrible. Even
if I had graduated the sixth grade, I
still wouldn’t go there,” said a very
pregnant Barbara Jo Virginity. Others
pleaded for the vehicle to stop and

muzzled and transported to the
GW Hospital, where doctors discovered he only had a sprained
ankle.
–Referred to the Federal Bureau of Investigation
February 13 – 9:07 p.m. – New
Hall
One member of the Unarmed
Police Department challenged
another officer to a duel, but
they did not have guns.
–Referred to UPD Chief Dolores
Wantsaglock

Freckles/Canine Editor

Onlookers in Topeka, Kan., are baffled by the hideous money pit that is the
GW float, as well as by the sudden appearance of mountains in Kansas.
pull over, thinking its haphazard colBurboingboing’s mother, in an election of random objects was a mo- mail forwarded by Burboingboing,
bile tag sale.
wrote that she loved the design.
After Big George made a class of
“Sweetcheeks, don’t listen to The
elementary school students cry, he Washington Post or everyone in the
was pulled off the float and replaced student body,” she said. “The float
by the Hippo mascot.
looks like Vegas gold!”
Jennifer Pure, principal of the
While some on the inaugural
school in southern Kentucky where committee wanted to head home afthe incident took place, said she was ter the debacle, float leaders bought
pleased with the change because the more pizzas and plasma screen TVs
hippo looks “less like a crazy, pos- and told everyone to carry on to Calisessed doll.”
fornia.
Float designer Harley Burboing“Just because no one understands
boing rejected these criticisms, call- the float does not mean we should
ing the locals “ignorant of masterful stop,” Director of the Student Actividesign” and adding that he has heard ties Center Miller Lite said. “It a Calmany positive responses.
ifornia-or-bust attitude now!” 

March 25 – 9:32 a.m. –
Gelman Library
An employee of the library reported to UPD that several
dozen students were masturbating simultaneously at computers around the building. It
was later determined that the
students were not affiliated with
each other, but part of a weird
GW trend of people masturbating in public. An officer reached
for his gun to stop them from
masturbating, but sadly found
an empty holster.
–Referred to a better place to

blow your load. Anywhere, really.
March 26 – 3:45 a.m. – Rice
Hall
An unidentified man in his midfifties was found leaning out a
window on the top floor of Rice
Hall screaming, “I’m mad as
hell, and I’m not going to take
it anymore!” The man was described to officers as balding
and portly, and having an idiotic
policy about people not taking
photos inside his home.
–Referred to the Board of
Trustees

PAID ADVERTISEMENT

You want a fucking T-shirt slogan?
How about, 'The Hippo has blood
seeping out of his eyesockets.'
–The Hippo, after being released from his cage
in the Marvin Center basement.

Noodle Dish– Kvetching Editor (ndish@gwbuzzkill.com)
Just A. Giraffe – Contributing Kvetcher (jgiraffe@gwbuzzkill.com)

editorial

Cartoon

Hippopotaa no m
mas...
Ildra

Give us guns
Unarmed Police Department Chief Dolores Wantsaglock has been bending over
backwards (sorry for the visual) to convince
the University that giving her army of glorified security guards guns would be a really
solid idea.
“Currently, my team just isn’t equipped
to deal with hordes of inebriated, leggingsclad females on daily basis,” Wantsaglock
commented. “Fully loaded assault weapons would also give them the confidence to
handle displays of public masturbation in an
efficient manner.”
Now, we love guns as much as the next
red-blooded American, and as such, The
Buzzkill’s editorial board has carefully analyzed this issue from all possible angles. We
can safely say that there is only one sensible
solution: arm The Buzzkill’s editorial board.
Oh, come on, you know it’s a good idea.
Seriously though, who would do a better
job than us? Nobody, that’s who. We are by
far the most informed, most objective and
simply most intelligent members of the GW
community.
Now, as we explicitly make clear in the
staff editorial below, we do NOT want to be
given any information that would force us
to do any actual reporting. Still, on the off
chance that we ever do want to find something out, just think how persuasive we will
be able to be.
We would do such a good job. Just picture it: Instead of an UPD officer knocking
on your door in response to a noise complaint, you could have the opportunity of a
lifetime to meet The Buzzkill’s whole editorial board – no autographs please. Then, we
would proceed to debate for a minimum of
30 minutes about whether the situation calls
for a gun response.
And if we do find ourselves in a situation that warrants gun use, we can guarantee that trigger-happy SOBs like us will not
hesitate shooting to kill.

We. Don’t. Care.
So, we’ve been thinking. Transparency
is so last year. Sure, The Buzzkill’s editorial
board has been calling for it in every issue
since well, ever. But really, why would we
want anyone at this school to be open and
honest with us?
Exactly – we can’t think of a reason either. If you tell us stuff, we have to write
about it, and that can really cut into our
beauty rest. And let’s face it: We need that
beauty rest. So just leave us alone, OK?
We don’t want to know what goes on
behind closed doors – they’re closed for
a reason, right? If University President
Steamin’ Krapp wants to go borrow another $200 million, but won’t say what for,
well, he probably has a good reason. After
all, he’s really just too boring to do anything scandalous with it. Have a little faith,
people.
As for Stickuptheir Ass-ociation President Vishard Nixon, he is just our favorite person ever. He is the only one on this
campus courteous enough never to bother
us here at The Buzzkill. We’re not too sure
what silly antics he’s been up to, but we can
certainly respect the fact that some things
are meant to be kept just between a man
and his mustache.
So please, don’t tell us any news. Don’t
send us press releases, they just confuse us.
Don’t call or e-mail or send hug-a-grams.
Unless they come bearing sugary snacks,
that’s acceptable.
Why would you want us to print half
the things we do, anyway? It certainly
doesn’t make you look very good – debt
galore, abused hippos, chlorine wrecking
havoc on swimmers’ personal grooming.
The bottom line: Let’s keep it simple,
folks. You don’t want to tell us all your
dirty little secrets and we don’t want to
know. How about this: You don’t call us,
and we won’t call you.

QUOTABLE

“

“

kvetching
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I’m a freshman,
listen to me!

These SA tools
need to get laid

eriously, you should listen to ev- alcohol. My brain has yet to be comerything I have to say, because my pletely soaked with liquor, but I might
opinions are derived from about complain about Thurston binge drinka semester of experience at this school. ing in a column.
Who cares if I’m still bitching about
I’d also like to write a column
Colonial Inauguration and was in high about how you all should spend a
school about 6 months ago, what I have week in my hometown in New Hampto say is really fucking
shire before you keep
important.
bitching about the cold
Like the lack of
weather in WashingYOUNG BASTARD ton. See, I’ll bet no one
school spirit at GW, for
example. Has anyone
has written about how
COLUMNIST
noticed that GW lacks
not cold Washington
school spirit? No? I’m
winters are compared
here to tell you in a
to their New England
holier-than-thou column that there is hometown. I’m the first, it’s just simply
a serious lack of pride around here – a never been done.
unique observation that every student
And you know what? I don’t need
has obviously overlooked after spend- to research my columns, because my
ing four years here.
random speculation and rambling
And I’m sick and fuckin’ tired of thoughts are strong enough to make a
hearing the petty-ass, grumbling “I’ve solid point. So I don’t care whether all
been here for three years, I know more my suggestions were already tried two
than you” argument. Bullshit. Well years ago, let’s try them again because
guess what, you don’t.
I said so!
I’ll admit you’ve been in college
So, to set the record straight, the
longer. Congratulations. But I’ve still proletariat needs to stop with combeen generally awesome for longer – plaints about freshman commentators.
I was class president in high school. Every year the esteemed University
This awesomeness has given me the leadership says, “This year’s incoming
ability to see through all the muck of class is smarter than ever.” So shut up
GW and bestow upon the inhabitants or write an educated rebuttal – which I
of Foggy Bottom the truth according will completely disregard.
to me – which is truth according to a
–The writer, a freshman majoring in, well,
kid who turned 18 two weeks ago. I
actually he has not decided his major yet,
am not tainted by years of drugs and
is cooler than you’ll ever be.

he Stickupyour Ass-ociation only bring its years of repressed
is always getting criticized sexual energy (but some towels for
for taking themselves too seri- clean-up would be nice!).
ously. And it’s true there are more
So what will come out of this
pimply-faced, sex-starved weirdos grotesque pile of STD-infested barat most SA meetings than there are gain whores and pasty-skinned polat a Lord of the Rings movie pre- itician wannabes?
miere. The fact is most SA members
Hopefully, something will acseem to spend more
tually get done. Pertime
downloading
haps just a good lay
porn than getting anyJUST A. GIRAFFE will encourage these
thing done (ever wonpeople to take someCOLUMNIST
der where your SA fee
thing other than the
ACTUALLY goes?). So
SA seriously. Maybe
how do we make the
they will realize there
SA effective?
is more to life than
Easy, get their hands out of their bylaws, absurd election procedures
pants and onto some girls. In other and the nagging desire to flagellate
words, the SA seriously needs to get themselves in honor of the mystical
laid.
Kapp-Croeger administration.
Now we aren’t looking for
Now, there are some considermodel material here. These guys ations. Out of a fear that unprotected
would probably have sex with any- sex with these toolbags could prothing remotely resembling a woman duce even more toolbags, condoms
while the GW Redcoat live-blogs would be a necessity. The last legacy
the 30-second encounter. If you are I’m leaving to my kids is more of
even remotely desperate (or want to these people fucking things up.
log some community service), I beg
In the end getting the SA laid is
you: Please, please just do it. It will the only solution. A few lucky girls
only be 30 terrible seconds of your might even get a moustache-ride
life and everybody will benefit.
from you-know-who out of it. OthIf we don’t find any volunteers I erwise we will have to put up with
propose a fund be created to sweet- more of this douchebaggery.
en the deal. I am willing to put down
–The writer, a junior majoring in
$100 personally. This fund would gang-banging, is founder and president
provide the girls, and the SA need
of GW's anti-toolbaggery society.

S

T

Want your douchebag opinion here?
We are no longer accepting letters to the editor.
e-mail your nonsense complaints to

cgroper@gwbuzzkill.com

Letters from the Unwashed Masses
I’m not bitter

I fucking hate this school. I
was going to try and make this
craphole better for you idiots,
but two of you just had to vote
for Lame-y Lopez and his microwaves instead. Fine, screw
you all.
Here’s a little secret: I never wanted to advocate for you
imbeciles. Do y
you know how
hard it is to get a teaching/pastor job these days? My resumé
really needed the padding. Instead, now I am going to sulk
around campus all of next year
whiles the rest of you are busy
taking back the Stickuptheir
Ass-ociation.
Scratch that, I’ve still got a

month left. Anyone up for another Unity Ball? Vishard, are
you with me?
Needsa Loyer
Junior

ing ban at GW. What AM I allowed to do on this campus?
Don’t Ask

pid that I will in fact continue
to post my witty comments to
the blog.
Madison

I’m not boringg

Tolerant? Hah!

I love posting
comments

I fucking hate this school.
Why does this university not
have a legitimate enough
newspaper with an editorial
staff that has the audacity to
publish their names in their
article? I don’t actually know
how a newspaper works, what
a staff editorial is or how to
read, but it still astonishes me
that the editorial is not signed.
That is because The Buzzkill is
stupider than I am. It is so stu-

I fucking hate this school. I
came to GW because it is supposed to be so liberal and so
tolerant, and because there are
two things I wasn’t allowed to
do at home: smoke and be gay.
First I find out I can’t be
in NROTFORGAYSC if I ever
want to kiss my boyfriend in
public. And now I find out that
we could possibly get a smok-

I fucking hate this school
– and I'm not as boring as
some say. The word “boring”
originated sometime in the
mid-1700s, coming from Anglo-Latin roots and I believe it
has been incorrectly used in
characterizing my character.
There are many uses of the
word: For example, in reference to the verb “to bore” used
to mean with a tool such as a
drill. But the term has been applied to myself several times

in the context of the state of
being boring. The Oxford English Dictionary defines a boring person as a “dull, tiresome,
or uncongenial person.” While
the Standard English Dictionary defines one as a person “so
lacking in interest as to cause
mental weariness.” Now we
could debate the significance
and meaning of this disparity,
but we can all agree that neither is a good description of
me.
University President
Steamin’ Krapp

so I will save my time explaining exactly WHY The Buzzkill
sucks and rather describe the
level of sucking The Buzzkill consistently achieves. The
Buzzkill is by far the worst publication ever. I mean, I’ve never
heard so many jerks complaining about nothing before. Every time I read this poor excuse
for a paper, I just get more and
more sad that people like The
Buzzkill’s editors and writers
exist. They are a skid mark on
the underwear of the University, and smell worse at that.
Fuck y’all

The Buzzkill sucks

I fucking hate this school. We
all know The Buzzkill sucks,

Cleric Groper, Yeah, but... in chief*
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Violent mob 'takes back the SA' in bloody coup
Robot Presidentelect storms
Marvin Center
by The Cahn Artist
Assistant Tool
The Stickuptheir Ass-ociation
office was ransacked early Friday morning after SA Presidentelect AutoCandidate 2.0, a robot
also known as Julie Bindlegass,
“took back the SA” in a violent
coup d’etat.
AutoCandidate defeated her
runoff opponent by 112 votes
at around 9:45 p.m. Thursday
and rallied her human troops
to storm the Marvin Center and
claim her position.
AutoCandidate and her mob
ran into the Marvin Center with
flaming torches and pitchforks
chanting “The SA is ours!” as

NIXON
from p. 1
know if their president is a
crook,” said the sweaty and
frenzied engineering student.
“And while I might be paranoid, insecure and so bad at
my job I’ve been tapped to run
FEMA, I am not a crook!”
Nixon’s mustache was a
common topic on the tapes.
“Bring me my fucking tiny
comb!” he is heard yelling to
underlings, later saying, “I’ve
got a fine piece of freshman ass
coming over in a few minutes
and I need that Barbie comb to
make this ‘stache look good.”
In another segment of the
tape, Nixon instructs members
of the Committee to Reelect the
Vishard to use the inaugural

CHENEY
from p. 1
the essential organ for several
months – though he is looking
for a possible replacement.
“I hope to lead the GW
Hospital into the next generation of medical care,” Cheney
said at the press conference,
later muttering under his
breath, “This place is practically a gold mine of hearts just
waiting to be harvested.”
Following the news conference, the politician walked
into his new office, drank a
pint of blood and called University President Steamin’
Krapp to discuss a change to
the school’s torture policy.
“I need to protect the patients in this hospital from
viruses and bacteria,” he told
Krapp. “If that means beating
them into submission and ripping the beating hearts out of
their bodies, then so be it.”

they dashed through the building. When an Unarmed Police
Department officer got in her
way, AutoCandidate lit the officer’s uniform on fire – because
he did not have a gun – and continued on to the fourth floor of
the building where the SA office
is located.
Bystanders at the scene
watched in horror as AutoCandidate began burning the posters in the SA office with her laser
vision, setting it ablaze.
Current
SA
President
Vishard Nixon was in the office
at the time of AutoCandidate’s
coup and was seen huddling in
the corner of his office, whimpering in fear as AutoCandidate
tore through his office screaming
robotically, “We must renew our
commitment to the expansion
of GWorld partners. We will not
take no for an answer.”
Nixon yelled, “I am not a
crook!” as he was dragged out

float account to purchase “the
best LSD money can buy” so
he and float designer Harley
Burboingboing could conjure
up new ideas for the project.
“If you tell anyone that the
float is just a spectacular vision I had in an acid trip, I will
break you,” Nixon is heard
telling his advisors. “It’s such
a magical collection of random
GW shit that makes perfect
sense when you’re tripping
balls.”
SA Executive Vice President Needsa Loyer said he was
not surprised by the tapes.
“Vishard and his mustache
need to grow up and understand that we’re wasting everyone’s time and money,”
Loyer said, disemboweling
members of the Joint Erections
Committee. “Oh, and you never saw me doing this.” 

“I hope to lead the GW
Hospital into the next
generation of medical
care. This place is practically a gold mine of
hearts just waiting to be
harvested.”
DICK CHENEY

LEADER, GW HOSPITAL

Administrators have hailed
the
announcement
about
Cheney as a major accomplishment for the University.
“What other school in the
world can boast that a former
vice president is leading its
hospital?” said GW Vice President Stu Dogs, before clutching the gaping hole in his chest
and dying. 

of his office by AutoCandidate’s
mob.
Members of the SA Senate
were outraged by AutoCandidate’s violent takeover and
called for a special meeting Saturday morning to discuss their
plan of action.
SA Sen. Cassius Clay, OMFG, suggested that the body pass
a resolution telling AutoCandidate to cease with her violent
heist of the SA office.
“This resolution would let
AutoCandidate know that she
cannot just take over the SA,”
said Ali, who has been a SA senator for more than eight years.
Nixon is currently being
treated for burns at the GW Hospital.
Scientists at Student Government Robotics in Silicon Valley
are considering tweaks to the
AutoCandidate 2.0 prototype afAyne Vearneykoff/Russian Editor
ter the incident. AutoCandidate
A
complex
mechanism
of
gears
and
pulleys
allows
AutoCandidate
2.0
to
rally her troops with a
3.0 is due out next fall. 
surprisingly lifelike gesture. Here she is commanding her mob to descend upon the Marvin Center.

GetALife
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Bongs for a better earth

GW "goes green," legalizes
marijuana on campus
by Mary Juanas
Staff Stoner
The thick cigarette smoke near Gelman
has recently been replaced by a distinctive
smell that conjures memories of Allman Brothers concerts and your grandmother’s funeral.
It’s because GW has legalized marijuana, part
of an ongoing effort to “go green.”
The implications of creating a University
rule that violates federal law did not occur to
administrators, who have spent several days
playing Xbox and eating voraciously at Pizza
Italia.
Legalizing marijuana on campus has
pushed formerly tobacco-addicted students
and faculty to opt for a more environmentally
friendly habit instead. Some say the University’s decision has created a healthier and
happier learning environment.
“It has bettered the community,” University President Steamin’ Krapp said quietly while in awe of the iTunes visualizer on

SLICE
of death
Recreating the GW
bubble (JAPs and all)
SOMEPLACE YOU AREN’T – I’ve only
been here a couple of months, but I feel completely at home, nearly native even. I think
I have finally overcome the culture shock.
Living in a different country is just so, well,
different.
I live on the third floor of this ancient
building, and there is no elevator. Seriously,
this place is totally Third World. They don’t
even have anything like DCSnacks to get a
late-night bite. I mean, where am I going to
get my free condoms?
Luckily, GW has helped ease the pain of
living in the Old World.
“It’s important to us that we remake the
GW atmosphere here,” said Idonta Speakaspanish, director of the GW Study Center here

his computer. “I like, just don’t see what’s…
wrong
with…[ten-second
pause]…this
stuff.”
Even opponents of the policy allowed
their quotes to be altered and taken entirely
out of context.
“It’s
unbelievable
[how much of an uplifting,
positive vibe has been seen
around campus,]” said Unarmed Police Department
chief Dolores Wantsaglock.
“And I am going to appeal
to [no one, because I’m very
happy with the policy].”
In a review session
held yesterday, the administration found that this decision moreover lead to an
incredible increase in profits, since one week from
implementation. Students have been able to
purchase reasonable amounts of marijuana
from Colonial Central.
“We have limited the possibility of our
students becoming involved in illegal actions
by providing them with affordable marijuana
that is easily accessible,” explained a rather

bubbly and giggly Terri Schiavo, the director
of media libations. “Those profits have additionally allowed us to improve and expand
the campus, without having to raise tuition.”
As receptive as the GW community has
been to this groundbreaking
decision, concern has been
raised by parents. Nonetheless, the administration
stands strong behind its decision to legalize the plant on
campus, stressing how “it
has replaced the hazardous
tobacco smoke with a more
natural, pleasant air to create
a much cleaner and economically friendly environment
and led to incredible profit
which has allowed us to improve the educational opportunities for GW students.”
The changes have also affected the
University's mascots. Fans napping in the
bleachers at upcoming sporting events
might tear themselves away from a bag
of Doritos long enough to notice George
Washington's newest accessory: a baseball
bat-sized doobie. 

in Costamexicargenaña. “We have worked speak a completely different language, and
hard to re-create Foggy Bottom right here in the girls are total bitches. I think they are jealthe historic city center.”
ous of my fashion sense,” she said, rubbing
Other than my crappy dorm room that her hand over her legging-clad thigh.
doesn’t have free cable, I’d say they’ve done
The administration understands stua good job. This year the study center added dents' frustration and has taken steps to ala new amenity to
leviate it.
help ease the rough
“Worst of all,
cultural transition:
GW students were
a McFadden’s sathaving to deal
DON CLAYTOÑO MCCLESKITO
ellite bar.
with the natives on
“It’s great, we
a daily basis,” exS
ENIOR KNOW-IT-ALL
have a satellite
plained Imalwayz
uplink with the
A. Touristte, direcmother bar in D.C.,
tor of GW’s study
so students can flash each other or make out abroad office in a telephone interview. “They
via satellite,” said Fatty Bro, a bartender at were losing their Colonial identities.”
the McFadden’s here, as he collected used
To combat this problem, GW created a
“GW Class of 2010” shot glasses that lay system allowing us to pay GW tuition while
strewn about the place.
overseas, live with GW students and take
“Oh. My. God. I totally love McFadden’s classes here that are just as blow-offable as
here, like I tried going to some local bars, but the ones we take at home.
nobody could habla ingles,” said junior Liza
I was so worried before I came here that
Jappenstein from Hoboken, N.J.
I might not survive an entire semester overPeering over the top of her sunglasses, seas, away from GW. But GW’s study abroad
Jappenstein told horror stories of her misad- programs really are top-notch, and I’ve had
ventures with the locals.
mucho fun here (that means a lot, I think).
“Seriously, these people are crazy. They
In fact, I feel like I never left. 

April 4, 1992
Panhellenic Association votes
to relax dress code rules for
sororities. Push-up bras and
hip-huggers are made the
only requirement.

April 2, 1999
Men’s basketball team wins
3,215th NCAA tournament.
GW votes to erect new
building to house all the
trophies.

Watza Fakename – Get a Life Editor (dontbother@gwbuzzkill.com)
Tweedle Dee and Tweedle Dum – Conjoined Editors (features@gwbuzzkill.com)

Let's talk
about

and the orgy has a happy ending. You want the latter.
The guest list is a hard call
to make. There are definitely
people you want to leave off
the roster. For example, don’t
invite the super-prudes who
would call their parents if
they saw a man dressed in a
monkey costume penetrating
It’s been said that you’ve someone with a banana, or
never really had sex until someone having sex with a
you’ve done it simultane- chocolate eclair. You’re going
ously with several strangers. to want your guests to feel
I’m not sure who said it, but I comfortable to explore their
interests.
think it’s been said.
Also, if one of your friend
Anyway, having an orgy
is one of those activities best is that guy who stands in the
done in college, before you corner at parties and doesn’t
talk to anyhave a caone,
don’t
reer to ruin.
invite
him
So I’d like,
either. Voyif I may, to
U
SA
C
ONDOMME
eurism
is
make a humacceptable
ble suggesSENIOR SEXPERT
in a certain
tion. Make
context, but
history. Bethat vapid,
come a leguninvited
end. Have
stare from across the room is
an orgy in your dorm room.
Unfortunately, you’re go- going to be the ultimate boning to be working with a max- er-killer.
There are little things to
imum of about 800 square
feet. Unless you want to have keep in mind as well. Snacks
your orgy in Greek housing are crucial for a good orgy.
(the implications of which are Prunes and bean dip are only
a topic for another article), for a certain kind of orgy –
space is going to be very lim- not the one I’m describing
ited. Just remember to throw here. Emphasize sexy foods,
towels and blankets over ev- like fruit and chocolate, with
erything for easy cleanup. flavors that will make people
I’m not sure if GW Housing fun to kiss.
Make
contraceptives
will take semen stains out of
your carpet (unless they are widely available. I suggest
invited to the party). I have putting assorted condoms
no advice on how to explain a and lubes in a candy bowl,
bill for “semen stain cleanup” displayed prominently next
to the refreshments. Rememto your parents.
The rest of the logistics ber, this is not a pregnancy
are complicated. There are a party or an STD party – that’s
also another column entirely.
lot of things to consider.
The most important thing
First is the guest list. For
your first time, I don’t suggest to remember, as the host of an
making this an open party. orgy, is to make people feel
There’s a difference between comfortable. If one of your
the “Eyes Wide Shut” orgy guests keeps smacking her
and the “Shortbus” orgy. In head against a headboard,
one, everyone is creepy and get her a pillow. If someone is
someone winds up dead from lonely, bring them a cucuman overdose. In the other, ev- ber – or other phallic-shaped
eryone learns something new, vegetable. You get the idea. 

SEX

The collegiate orgy

Enid Coleslaw | Dave Editor | ecoleslaw@gwbuzzkill.com
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BeingDave A Forum on the State of Dave Matthews

HOW TO LOOK (…AND SOUND!)
LIKE DAVE MATTHEWS

What better way to realize your untapped potential as a
musician of influence than by appropriating the behavior
of guitar rock prophet Dave Matthews? A compilation of
things Dave has that you, most esteemed fan, can also
have in the pursuit of ultimate Daveness.

Frye boots
Yes, Dave’s from South Africa, but this performer loves
branding with America! He realizes this love through his
allegiance to time-tested boot company, Frye, based in
Great Neck, N.Y.

Jack Daniels
As a committed Dave fan, you understand that few things
are better than kicking back with a brew and jamming with
the bros. Still, the artist himself prefers whiskey.

Tim Reynolds
Best known for performing duos with Dave Matthews,
the German guitarist has selectively performed with incarnations of Dave, including DMB and Dave Matthews &
Friends. Reynolds will return to tour with Matthews this
summer. For the sake of authenticity, secure your own Tim
Reynolds for backing on tracks like “Deed is Done.”

Taylor 914C 6-string and Taylor W65 12-string
acoustic guitars
Following the example of selectively informed affluent kids
everywhere, drop upwards of $1,000 on a sweet acoustic. Buying an expensive guitar, specifically one produced
by a brand Dave supports, will certainly make you sound
better. Be sure to re-string said guitar every day, as Dave
Matthews does, with D’Addario strings.

An antiestablishment posture
George Bush is stupid! America deserves not to be lied
to! Dave loves to bring life to live shows and Rolling Stone
interviews by way of sticking it to The Man, and stick it he
does.You might try: Inviting friends to your dorm room to
listen your rendition of “The Space Between” and offer
your thoughts on the state of the nation between verses.

DistrictMixtape
For When Dave Isn’t Enough
Dave Matthews is the greatest living performer
of all time. He has sweat blood onstage through
his crown of thorns and crucified himself before
us, his sweet followers.
The Buzzkill presents a playlist compiled by the
above Dave Matthews enthusiasts for a worst case
scenario:Your ultimate Frisbee team loses, and you
lose your Dave and Tim Reynolds live at Luther
College album in a bet with the competition. Or,
in a horrendous display of hazing, the frat you are
pledging tests your loyalty by deleting all Dave
tracks from your iPod. Below, music that is almost
as good as Dave:

1. Birds of a Feather – Phish
2. Out Loud – Dispatch
3. One Man Wrecking Machine –
Guster

4. St. Patrick’s Day – John Mayer
5. Love and Memories–– O.A.R.
6. Sitting, Waiting, Wishing – Jack
Johnson
7. Omaha – Counting Crows
8. Shattered – O.A.R.
9. Say Hello, Wave Goodbye – David
Gray

10. Let Her Cry – Hootie & The Blowfish

by Enid Coleslaw
Dave Editor
The GW Buzzkill interviewed a slew of fraternities, ultimate Frisbee teams and classic rock
enthusiasts (i.e., young people who say things like
“Journey is so good live,” or “My dad was right,
Tom Petty rules!”) to find experts on legendary
troubadour and fixture of American guitar rock,
Dave Matthews.
Performing for the past 20 years, Matthews –
or the Prophet Dave, as Hatchet Arts fondly refers
to him – has been called the performer of our time,
and rightly so. With such incendiary tracks as
“Where Are You Going,” which Matthews wrote
for “Mr. Deeds,” the wildly successful Adam Sandler film, or “Crash Into Me,” which was unofficially named Best Song To Play To Get Your Insecure High School Girlfriend To Sleep With You,
Matthews has proven himself an influential
lyricist and vocalist.
The sheer populist energy of Matthews’ live shows establish the performer
as a force to be reckoned with and as an
individual who is constantly reimagining and reworking his art.
The following is a series of interviews with experts assessing Matthews’ impact on the artistic landscape.
The experts will speak in a panel discussion, “Forum on the State of Dave
Matthews,” on Thursday, April 2 at 7
p.m. Guests are asked to bring a can of
Natty Light for charitable donation.

Jake (“The Man”)
Beta Rho Omega Fraternity
President
Qualify your expertise in the field of
Dave Matthews.
I live in Connecticut – right outside of
New York – and because of this, I’ve managed to get to the city for three Dave shows
at Madison Square Garden, the sweetest
place to see Dave perform. That’s not to
say I haven’t seen Dave live more than three
times [...laughing]; I have. I’ve probably seen
Dave, like, at least 10 times. Also, I may add,
I was in the fourth row at one of the Madison
Square shows.
Everyone in the world agrees that Dave
Matthews is the greatest artist of our time, or
arguably, ever. Can you qualify this? We as listeners rarely question Dave Matthews, since he
is so valuable to music, so could you expand on
his value, specifically as a live performer?
I think anyone who owns the Dave Matthews
and Tim Reynolds live album wouldn’t need to
qualify Dave’s value. Still, for those that haven’t
seen Dave live as many times as I have, you have
to understand: The songs he plays are, like, hard. I
play guitar, and I got the tabs online for “Crash
Into Me,” and, like, they
weren’t easy. Let’s just
say they were no
Guster song; […
laughing] that
shit’s so simple. Dave’s
songs
are
probably
equal to a
John Mayer song or
a
Phish
song
in
terms of
difficulty
l e v e l .
They’re
p o s s i bly even
harder.
So the
difficulty
of Dave’s
acoustic arrangements
account for
his quality?
Is that what
separates
him from less
evolved performers?
That’s part
of it. The thing
is, it’s more

than that; it’s visceral. You can’t get fully at anything because Dave won’t let you. But when you
watch him with that guitar. Wow. Shit’s so good.
When you’re standing with your bros watching a
legend together, you can’t explain that shit, man,
just like you can’t explain Dave. He just is, and
he’s just good.

Alex (“The Icebox”)
Captain, GW Ultimate Frisbee
Qualify your expertise in the field of Dave
Matthews.

Actually, I didn’t want to say this because I
didn’t want people to flip, but whatever. So what if
it gets around: My parents are friends with Dave’s
bodyguard, so I’ve been backstage at two of the
six Dave shows I’ve been at. [The bodyguard]
actually told my parents, “Listen, I know what
some people say about celebrity going to people’s
heads, but Dave’s the nicest man I’ve ever worked
for.” He said something like that about Dave, and
obviously that speaks volumes.
all?

As an athlete, are you inspired by Dave at

Oh, absolutely. Absolutely. I always try to
channel a slow, acoustic jam while I’m playing ultimate [Frisbee] because it keeps me focused
and in good form. “The Space Between” or
“Crash Into Me” are perfect for that.
My boys and I have to travel for
away games sometimes, and one
of the bros always pops in the
Dave live album with Tim
Reynolds at Luther College
if we drive anywhere, and
we all sit back and take it
in. That shit’s gold.
That specific album is pretty influential among Dave
Matthews enthusiasts.
Absolutely. First
of all, it’s two full
discs of Dave, which
is awesome, especially for my bros
when we’re traveling for ultimate
[Frisbee]. We don’t
even need to switch
to
another
artist
while we’re driving,
which is sweet. Another thing, that album
was the first recorded of
Dave and Tim Reynolds
together before the Radio
City recording [in 2007],
and it includes some rare
songs. I checked Wikipedia
awhile ago, so I’m positive on
that.
As a Dave Matthews expert,
what would you consider the most
valuable Dave song?
“What Would You Say.” That
song’s the best. There’s, like, a harmonica and shit. Or “Crash Into
Me,” maybe. I put that on a mix for
my girlfriend in high school and
she did me. The song’s so heartfelt, and she was really hot, so
it worked out.
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Exclusive: Rahm Emanuel's speech
Through confidential sources, The Buzzkill has obtained a copy of Rahm Emanuel's
Commencement address, after its first round of editing by an unknown GW administrator. Reprinted here in full.
Hello GW,
Follow your fucking dreams.
I’m going to say a lot today, but remember that’s the major point I’m trying to make – and I
emphasize the ‘fucking’
fucking dreams because you’ve got to want this.
When I was first asked to speak at GW for your Commencement, I thought: what the fuck is
GW? was very honored. Then I remembered your inaugural float. Seriously? I mean it looked like
your school took a collective shit on a flatbed
flatbed. Whoever designed that deserves to have their knees
capped It looked like it took a lot of work, and you all deserve to be commended for it.
capped.
That brings me to my first fucking lesson, if somebody gets in your way, break
k reason with
them. Look at the Stickupyour Ass-ociation president you guys elected, Vishard Nixon. He’s exactly how a politician should be: in your face,
face secretive and if you cross him,
him he will end you open,
honest and always working in the best interests of the people. His chief of staff got a skull
skull-fucking
fucking
I only wish I could deliver
deliver. Follow his example and you will reach your fucking dreams.
-pause
pause for them to fucking worship me with applauseapplause
You all made a good
d fucking choice by coming to this city for school. After all, you are closer
to the assholes idols you want to become. I’ve never seen more college students obsessed with
becoming fucking douchebag senators and lawyers. The last one thing we need in these troubled
times is more shitheads like that running around is more dedicated public servants.
Speaking of shitheads role models
models, I’m
I m just going to warn all you Republican fucktards now:
Stay the fuck out of my way.
way If you think that you war-loving,
war loving sodomy banning,
banning Bible-thumping,
Bible thumping
racist, repressed homosexual,
racist
homosexual gun fucking,
fucking Page molesting,
molesting inbred sons of bitches are going to get
anywhere in life
life, you
you’ve
ve got another thing coming
coming. And it
it’ll
ll probably be my fist
fist in your face
face. Just
because you can
can’tt get laid doesn’t
doesn t mean that you have to take it out on the rest of us.
us
It’s times like these that remind me of my favorite philosopher, Jonathan Shale, the mercenary
turned high school teacher played by Tom Berenger in “The Substitute.” He said, “I’m in charge
of this classroom. I’m the warrior chief, the merciless god who stirs anything in its path. You fuck
mess with me,
me and you will suffer my wrath.
wrath ” That about sums up my attitude toward life, as it
should for you as well. Don't let anybody get in the way of your dreams.
Thank you and enjoy what will likely be a pointless and wholly insignificant
insignificant make the most off life.

Budget laser light show
features fast laser pointers
The popular Colonial Inauguration laser show will
be resurrected this summer,
but economic woes have
forced organizers to replace
the $15,000 automated presentation with work study
students
moving
laser
pointers really quickly.
Administrators
have
praised the cost-saving
measure, which has resulted in several incoming
freshmen to have epileptic fits after watching the
work study students try to
display a hippo by rapidly
moving their hands around
in a hippo-like motion.
Students have been
pulled from their traditional work study duties
– from administrative assistant duties in the American
studies department to reading to D.C. kids – to make
this year ’s laser light show
a success. Each student will
be given a standard economical size laser pointer,
said University President
Steamin’ Krapp.
“Student-created work

is more meaningful than
something mass manufactured, because it’s ‘made
with love’,” Krapp said,
clearly just making up excuses. “This work also demonstrates student creativity
and saves dollars! But don’t
worry, I’m still building
that $300 million science
center.”
The laser lights will be
accompanied by live music
and original compositions
that “incorporate the mission of GW with rock and
roll,” said Lite Brite, GW’s
Director of Laser Light Affairs, who is paid $600,000
a year.
“Our new show will be
a hundred times better than
Trachtenbucks’,”
Krapp
said. “Not that I’m purposely trying to show I’m
a better president or anything. But if this happens
to make me more popular
with the students of GW,
well I can’t control it if the
students love me.”
–Dakota Thurston Mitchell
III

Car resigns after ruining SA election
Says it was
abused by Loyer
and frat boys
by Hoff the Chain
Stickuptheir Ass-ociation Beat
reporter
In a candid letter addressed
to Stickuptheir Ass-ociation Executive Vice President Needsa
Loyer, David Fowler’s blue 1997
Jeep Cherokee officially resigned
from its parking spot on H Street
this week.
The Cherokee, which effectively disqualified Loyer from
the SA presidential election last
week, said it was tired of Loyer’s
demeaning remarks.

“I will be vacating my post
on H Street as soon as possible,
leaving behind an oil stain from
my failing tailpipe, as well as my
dignity,” the Cherokee wrote.
In the letter, the car depicted
the mistreatment it has received
over the course of the election
cycle by Loyer and his campaign
staff.
“I will no longer be violated
by anxious fraternity fingers and
their cheap, pithy excuses for political propaganda,” the Cherokee wrote in the letter.
The Cherokee added that it
felt extremely offended
by Loyer’s ageist
re m a r k s

made during legal proceedings.
“Your ridiculous claims that
my age and disability strip me
of my value are completely unfounded, not to mention hurtful,” the car wrote.
The car also said it was offended by the way its owner, David Fowler, acted during
the election cycle.
“Mr. Fowler
should
be
ashamed of
himself

for recommending me to your
campaign, and I fully intend to
slowly break down internally in
the near future, rendering him
incapable of joyrides and hamburger runs via my once-glorious tires.” 

“I will no longer be
violated by anxious
fraternity fingers and
their cheap, pithy
excuses for political
propaganda.”
JEEP CHEROKEE
FOWLER'S EX-CAR

DON'T LITTER

(Paid for by Steamin' Krapp, chair of the taskforce on scary advertising
and false depictions of an unrealistic dystopia)
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Men's team transfers
Jews expected to
form next year's
basketball roster
by E.Z.B.N. Green
Balls Supporter
In an unprecedented but not
altogether surprising move, the
entire GW men’s basketball team
decided to transfer out of the program, according to a press release
issued by the athletic department
Sunday.
No reason has been given for
the sudden departure of all 11 nongraduating members of the roster,
with head coach Owwtova Jobbs
declining to comment on the matter outside of the press release.
“There are certain expectations that we have as a program
that just weren’t met,” Jobbs said
in the release. “It’s unfortunate,

but GW just wasn’t the right fit for
this basketball team. I wish them
luck in their futures.”
The departure of the team
represents the fifth, sixth, seventh,
eighth, ninth, tenth, eleventh,
twelfth, thirteenth, fourteenth and
fifteenth players to leave the program in the last 13 months.
“I still don’t think this is a
trend,” Director of Balls Yak
Nopants said, echoing sentiments
he expressed after another Colonial
left the team in January. “I mean
look, it can’t continue. There’s no
one left to transfer.”
Players were not available for
comment and tattled on reporters that knocked on their doors,
but sources close to the team suggested they were leaving because
they did not fit into Jobbs’ system,
wanted to play closer to home,
desired more playing time, would
prefer not to be taken out of the
game for no ostensible reason and
grew bored of passing the ball
around the perimeter and run-

ning the "wheel" every time they
had the ball on offense.
Speculation has immediately
become rampant on where the
group will end up. Many expect
them to follow the precedent set
by past ex-Colonials and land at
an obscure community college in
the Midwest, while others have
pointed out that the WNBA’s
Washington Mystics will be holding open tryouts in less than three
weeks. Some scouts have been so
impressed with the players’ futility that they suggested the Colonials may eventually be able to
replace the Washington Generals,
longtime stooges to the world-famous Harlem Globetrotters.
Still others have guessed they
may continue their collegiate
careers at Fordham. The Bronxbased school is evidently without
a men’s basketball team altogether, which is the only way to
explain how they somehow managed to finish worse than GW
each of the last two years. 

Varsity Roundup
Gymnastics: The
gymnastics team
had one of their
most
successful weekends to
date, knocking off Rhode Island 196.43434344-195.323434
and prevailing 21-16 when a
Smith Center scheduling conflict forced them to scrimmage
the men’s basketball team.

Squash: Cook whole
in boiling water for
8 minutes. Drain
and cut into halves
lengthwise. Scoop out pulp; chop.
Melt butter in a heavy skillet,
sauté garlic and onion until tender; stir in chopped squash pulp,
bread cubes, poultry seasoning,
salt and pepper. Stuff squash with
bread mixture. Place in baking
dish and bake at 350° for 20 minutes, or until tender.

Football: Doesn’t exist, but
still talked about more than
actual GW sports.

Soccer: Freshman
striker Yannidinho
was listed in critical condition on
Sunday after getting his legs
tied in an unbreakable knot.
Preliminary reports from the
GW practice field suggest the
skillful striker attempted a few
too many stepovers during a
scrimmage. Star striker Curls
McGee, as usual, had nothing
to say.

Women’s water polo: Lost again
but no one drowned. Good
enough for us.

A 'hair'-owing night
Chemical problem makes swim team 'fur'-ocious
by Big Daddy Alturd
Balls Handler
Members of GW’s swim team blamed
chemical imbalances in the Smith Center pool
after the team transformed into werewolves
during Tuesday night’s full moon.
The incident began when the usually
silky-smooth swimmers reported rapid body
hair growth as the sun began to set at 7:29
p.m. The group – who was finishing practice
– then got down on their hands and knees
and howled at the moon, actions they said
were involuntary.
Director of Balls Yak Nopants joked about
the incident, comparing it to the 1985 film
“Teen Wolf” in which Michael J. Fox’s character becomes a werewolf and, in the process,
a better basketball player.
“Do I think we need our basketball teams
to jump in the pool? I’m not going to say no
to that,” Nopants said.
In November, swimmers reported losing
“70 percent” of their body hair after a chemical imbalance in the pool. Team members
said they believed the pool was over-treated
in response to the previous incident, resulting in their recent symptoms.
Tuesday, the swimmers then ran around
campus knocking over trashcans and mailboxes and breaking windows while periodi-

H

cally stopping to howl at the moon, before
being stopped by Unarmed Police Department officers.
One member of the team, who requested anonymity because the case against the
group is pending, said he has no recollection
of the event.
“I remember being in practice and I remember waking up in the holding cell, but
everything between then is totally blank,”
the swimmer said, adding that others had
similar memory problems.
The hair receded into the skin when the
sun came up Wednesday morning and the
team does not appear to have any serious
side effects from the incident.
When reached by The Buzzkill Wednesday, Smith Center manager Mason Wilbon
said he was unaware of the incident. Assistant director of athletics Barry Bo Scorner
said the University was aware of the problem and working to solve it, but would only
say that “obviously, our athletes turning into
werewolves is not good for the team.”
UPD chief Dolores Wantsaglock said officers would have shot the Colonials to prevent
the vandalism, but they did not have guns.
“We could have prevented them from
knocking over at least two or three mailboxes
if we had guns and shot them,” Wantsaglock
said. 

Web Extras online at www.kylecannon.com

• University steps up promotional efforts, purchases
second "GAME TODAY" banner
• Revised Smith Center renovation plans call for cardboard
cutouts to fill stands
• Colonials BBMing team reaches Final Four
• GW students enjoying this "college basketball" thing on TV
• Baseball gets lost on trek to Barcroft Field
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HIPPO
from p. 1
closet last August by a low-level administrator who promised
the mascot that a “crazy student
life party only for unofficial
mascots” was going on there.
“It appears that Hippo was
routinely beaten and tortured
in a way that would make Jack
Bauer uncomfortable,” Attorney General Lando Calrissian
told reporters. “Whoever was
behind this is one sick motherfucker.”
He was released periodically when The Buzzkill published
articles about his demise, but a
beaming University President
Steamin’ Krapp paraded the
mascot around campus with a
gun to his head – which he acquired just to make UPD chief
Dolores Wantsaglock jealous.
The University also combated
the articles by creating lame Tshirts saying “The hippo is alive
and well.”
“I was barely alive, and certainly not well,” Hippo said of
the T-shirts. “I can’t believe they
were so cruel,”
Calrissian said investigators were tipped off by a Mar-

TASKFORCE
from p. 1
“This is bureaucracy at its
finest,” he said. “And whatever
happens, I get paid as usual. Seriously, I make half a mil a year to
do this shit.”
The TFTF is not without critics. Professor of economics Ca$h
Money said he was concerned
about the effectiveness of the
whole idea.
“I’m worried that the TFTF
will not be able to see the big picture when it comes to task forces,”

vin Center employee who heard
whimpering coming from the
closet. The employee said he
also heard a voice repeatedly
saying, “It rubs the lotion on or
it gets the hose.” The voice was
later identified as belonging to
Assistant Vice President Hellin’
Cole Slawney.
“Weekends were the worst,”
Hippo said, his plastic blue eyes
swelling with highly acidic hippo tears. “I was forced to go to
Order of the Sheep knitting parties, women’s basketball games,
Sigma Upsilon Kappa fundraisers…”
Hippo then broke down,
unable to continue.
Hippo said that his only solace during his ordeal came from
former University President
Stole Your Trachtenbucks, who
periodically snuck in through
the window to comfort Hippo
late at night.
“It was awful,” Trachtenbucks said through wracked
sobs. “All the poor guy ever
wanted to do was remake Foggy
Bottom in the image of his gigantic ego, and they destroyed
him for it.”
Trachtenbucks said that
he and Hippo plan to move to
Florida and start a family of eccentric Jewish quasi-hippos. 
he said. “I hate to say it, but I think
we might need a Task Force on the
Task Force on Task Forces.”
Others have suggested that
the very idea of a TFTFTF could
destroy the time-space continuum.
In response to Money, University spokeswoman Terri
Schiavo said a task force to evaluate the TFTF was already in the
works.
“Once you create one task
force it’s kind of hard to stop,”
Schiavo said. “It’s basically the
same as alcohol or cocaine or
needlessly expensive new residence halls.” 

You don't get hilarious
pigs in your inbox?

HOW SAD.
Really, really sad.

News

Univ. to adopt National Mall
by Abnostradamus
Assistant Scapegoat Manager
The University announced
plans Sunday to adopt the National Mall, in an attempt to expand its national profile and assist the government in reducing
federal spending.
The move gives GW freedom
to decorate or modify the national park however it pleases,
a fact that University President
Steamin’ Krapp intends to take
full advantage of.
“Shit’ll be bitchin’,” Krapp
said in a phone interview. “We’re
gonna get some plasma screens
and a gold column ... really pimp
the place out, GW style.”
An as-of-yet unreleased rendering obtained by The Buzzkill
confirms as much, showing the
Washington Monument covered
with flatscreen TVs all playing
CNN’s “The Situation Room.”
Also included is yet another randomly placed gold column and a
collection of Krapp’s sheep grazing on the surrounding grass.
The program will work in a
similar way to the Adopt a Highway program, where organizations
volunteer to keep sections of highway free from litter and debris.
“The way I figure it, we can
just throw a couple of Sodexo
people on the cleaning part of
the job and it’ll be spic n span,”
Krapp said. “After all, they’re
certainly not doing all that much
work servicing customers at J
Street.”
University
spokeswoman
Terri Schiavo would neither confirm nor deny rumors that GW
planned to add a Starbucks to
the lower level of the Washington
Monument, though she did add
that such a location would be
"pretty sweet, don't you think?"
Also among the University's plans for the space are a
dress code (North Face jackets
and Ugg boots required) and a
requirement stipulating that no
one entering the area have the
slightest clue how to play the
game of basketball.
An anonymous source from
the National Parks service, the
organization which currently
maintains the National Mall,
said, “If the results are at all like
what we saw with the Inaugural
Float, we’ll be in some good-ass
shape.” 
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Kieran Wilde, Classified Manager
Phone: (202) 994-7079 • Fax: (202) 994-1309

Internship/Paid
Wanted: aggressive, outgoing, go-getter to work
with senior vice-president
at Wachovia Securiteis,
now Wells Fargo. Call Bill
Flannigan, Senior Vice
President. 301 961-0131.

JOBS
Make under $40,000? Get
your taxes done free
by the Volunteer Income Tax
Assistance program. Ask for
VITA at the Marvin Center
on 21st & H St. NW. Open
Tuesdays and Thursdays
from 5:00PM-8:00PM
and Saturdays from
10:00AM-1:00PM through
April 15. Important: please
bring a social security card
for you and all dependents.

Email: classifieds@gwhatchet.com Web: www.gwmarketplace.com
GW Hatchet classifieds are now The GW Marketplace.
Online classfied ads are available FREE to all GW students and
faculty.
Non-GW clients pay a small fee for online posting.
Print ads begin at $10 for the first 25 words, and $.30 per word beyond that.
All classifieds should be placed online. If you cannot access the internet, ads may
be placed via email, fax or in person at our office. An extra fee may apply.
The Hatchet accepts Visa, Mastercard, American Express and Discover, as well as
cash and check through our office.

(202) 994-7079 | classifieds@gwhatchet.com

GW Students and Faculty place your ads online for free at
WWW.GWMARKETPLACE.COM

Lifeguards, Pool Operators,
Supervisors, Lifeguard
Instructor, FT/PT, summer
and indoor positions, competitive pay, free training,
must be able to swim, VA:
703-421-5595, MD: 301-2104200 ext. 114.

PAID ADVERTISEMENT

Edited by Will Shortz
Across
1 Offspring of
bucks and does
6 Tobacco
mouthful
10 ___ slaw
14 Alaskan native
15 Top-notch
16 N.F.L. Hall-ofFamer
Dickerson
17 Stretchable
holder
19 Molten flow
20 “Delicious!”
21 Genre for “The
Maltese Falcon”
22 Lose steam, with
“out”
23 Loony
27 Stats in hockey
and basketball
29 Endings with
mountain and
election
30 Western
alliance, for
short

31 Prefix with
phobia
32 Get a move on
35 Strong family
connections,
idiomatically
40 Camera choice,
in brief
41 French miss:
Abbr.
42 Pretentiously
styled
43 “That’s a good
one!”
44 OPEC units
47 Tax-free
investment
51 Aids and ___
52 “___ 18” (Leon
Uris novel)
53 Fed. property
manager
56 Basis of a
lawsuit
57 Tux go-with
60 Projecting edge
on a roof

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
TR MA AZ NO R E M I T L R AO VH EJ LO EY R
JA E Z RU I R E Y S O D HA E SB AU LE I N VO E
MG AO R L ME F E T B A E Y LW I I CN I D TO EW D1
E L O
AA GD E E O F L A T H VU I H AS
XS RY AM YMO E F T H RO I P CE M AL T I RV I E X
X EE RA R C C I L A I P E I V NO SK AE ND E1
T S U T R E B MA SN L NE AG PE LN ED S
CE BS EC RH S E R L S I E W OT KO SA D Y 2
F A X2
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61 Sound heard
with the phrase
“Just like that!”
62 Country singer
Tennessee ___
Ford
63 Suffix with poll or
pun
64 Atoms with + or
– symbols
65 Talks like Don
Corleone
Down
1 50-acre
homestead,
maybe
2 Reunion
attendee, for
short
3 Internet guru
4 Heart
5 Dictation takers
6 Mountain
retreats
7 Stockpile
8 The Beach Boys’
“Barbara ___”
9 Thu. preceder
10 OK! magazine
topics
11 Talk
bombastically
12 Animate
13 Modern-day
birthday greeting
18 Win by a wide
margin
22 Ross who
founded the
Reform Party
24 Big melee
25 Kind of support
offered by a 3Down
26 Wife of Zeus
27 Aardvarks’ fare
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Free Classifieds!

34

Students, faculty and staff, place
your ad online today for free at
www.GWMarketplace.com.
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Puzzle by Alan Arbesfeld

28 Wry comic Mort
31 Lunched, say
32 Armed thugs
33 Worldwide: Abbr.
34 Alternative to
Häagen-Dazs
36 Apples on
desktops
37 For grades 1-12
38 Part of a Three
Stooges routine

39 1-Down building
43 One getting a
single or a
double, e.g.
44 Hoverers over
sports stadiums
45 Well-suited
46 One guffawing
47 Chess endings
48 W.W. II Atlantic
lurker

49 Chutzpah
50 Jordan’s capital
54 Paper dollmaking sound
55 Hot-weather
quenchers
57 CBS forensic
drama
58 Numero ___
59 Victoria’s Secret
purchase

For answers, call 1-900-285-5656, $1.49 a minute; or, with a credit
card, 1-800-814-5554.
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday
crosswords from the last 50 years: 1-888-7-ACROSS.
AT&T users: Text NYTX to 386 to download puzzles, or visit
nytimes.com/mobilexword for more information.
Online subscriptions: Today’s puzzle and more than 2,000 past
puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($39.95 a year).
Share tips: nytimes.com/wordplay.
Crosswords for young solvers: nytimes.com/learning/xwords.

Can you complete this
week's Sudoku?
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